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                Certified translations
			Notarized translation plays an important role in the international integration for study, work, travelling, settlement, etc. or doing business 

		

Translation website
			We provide a translation service packages include website localization of your website in multiple languages.

		

Translation of books
			Provide translation services for 08 languages to more than 140 majors for all organizations and individuals with specialized dictionaries systems.

		

Specialized care
			Specialized document translation, translation of specialized technical, economical and accurate, with a team of professional translation. We are committed to quality

		

Translation and dubbing movies
			Translations Dubbing Spanish Film And Video Clips. Compiled directly from the script characters, through the original platform language, which can move a systematic way.

		

Consular legalization
			Translations notarized documents to study, travel, work visa, medical certificate, judicial record, legalized the v ... v.

		

Edited translation service
			We provide a translation service packages include website localization of your website in multiple languages.

		

Translate to translate Game
			Provide translation services for 08 languages to more than 140 majors for all organizations and individuals with specialized dictionaries systems.

		

Translation bids
			Specialized document translation, translation of specialized technical, economical and accurate, with a team of professional translation. We are committed to quality
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            THAI TRANSLATION’S OFFICES
BANGKOK TRANSLATION OFFICE 1

	Address: 532 Narathiwat Soi 14, Thung Wat, Don Ward, Sathorn, Bangkok Thailand
	Tel: 085-842-7418 (for Thai only), 088-206-1968 (for English only)
	Email: contact@thailandtranslation.net
	Please book in advance before walking in


BANGKOK TRANSLATION OFFICE 2

	Address:191 Silom Road, Kwaeng, Khet Bang Rak, Bangkok Thailand
	Tel: 085-842-7418 (for Thai only), 088-206-1968 (for English only)
	Email: contact@thailandtranslation.net
	Please book in advance before walking in


VIETNAM TRANSLATION OFFICE

	Address:6th Floor, 155 Hai Ba Trung Str, W6, Dist 3, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
	Tel:(0084) 08.66829216 (in English and Vietnamese)
	Email: contact@thailandtranslation.net




ABOUT US & OUR MISSION
			Thailand Translation is being proud of being the leading translation and interpreting services providers in Thailand with over 100 languages and dialects 


With the well-experienced and professionally trained workforces, Thailand Translation J.S.C specializes in the translation and the interpretation services with many different languages: English, French, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Cambodia, Vietnamese, Malaysia, Dutch, Laos, Myanmar, Spain, Swiss etc.
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